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Company Update
Investment case
PYC continues to make steady scientific progress in relation to improving
the potency and efficacy of their core Functional Penetrating Peptide (FPP)
candidates. The company is also actively broadening the base of applications for
the FPP technology both in terms of potential classes of drug cargoes delivered
and tissues targeted. In parallel to these advancements PYC’s internal iMyc
program remains on track to deliver in vivo efficacy data by early CY’18.
Our view remains that PYC is a reasonable probability to ink one or more
commercial deals in the medium term with regard to early stage applications of
the FPP platform. The iMyc outcome is a high risk high reward proposition that
we believe is not priced in at current levels.
We maintain our Spec BUY recommendation with a price target of $0.074/sh.

Key points
yyPYC’s current lead FPP has previously demonstrated potency in delivery of
biological cargoes inside a cell of around 37x that of the “gold standard” cell
penetrating peptide (Tat).
yyThis has been demonstrated through assays and model cargoes in vivo.
yyRecent assay work announced in September 2017 has yielded a further 5
FPPs that demonstrated significantly greater potency than PYC’s current lead
FPP.
yyPYC’s iMyc program is progressing as planned towards animal trials in early
2018. Lead optimisation is underway and showing encouraging signs with
respect to potency and Pharmacokinetic (PK) profile.
yyPYC also announced in October 2017 that via an original partnership with
Roche, a US patent had been granted covering PYC’s Phylomers that had
the ability to potentially carry drug cargoes into the cells of the brain from
the blood stream. This is early stage but is further tangible evidence of the
broadening of potential applications of PYC’s platform technology.

Broadening the base
yyPYC is making concerted steps to sharpen up the commercial aspects
of the business by applying more automation to lead generation. This in
turn accelerates the broadening of the potential applications of the FPP
technology.
yyThe next key step is to achieve a degree of validation for each application
moving from ‘in vitro’ through to ‘in vivo’ and convert this validation into
commercial collaboration deals. We understand that PYC has several possible
FPP collaborations that could lead to a commercial outcome in the next 6-12
months.
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yyThe table below outlines PYC’s current and planned cargo types and target
cells for FPPs and the current level of validation:

Source: Phylogica Ltd presentation Oct 2017.

Recent “Big Pharma” Interest in the drug delivery space
yyIn May 2017, unlisted UK biotech Bicycle Therapeutics struck a deal with
Bioverativ (recently spun out of Biogen) to apply their particular peptide drug
delivery platform technology to the treatment of haemophilia and sickle cell
disease.
yyThis was one application of a platform with multiple possible parallel
opportunities.
yyBicycle realised a US$10m upfront payment with up to US$410m of milestone
payments to run initial screening and in vitro validation that could lead to preclinical trials. This is a relatively larger up-front cash transaction for such an
early stage collaboration.
yyThe reason Bicycle Therapeutics could attract such terms is because the drug
delivery platform had been validated in terms of other programs attracting
significant third party commercial interest with some entering phase 1 clinical
trials.
yyWhile we do no assert that PYC should have comparable status now. It does
serve to illustrate the value multiplier that can occur upon platform validation.

Shareprice catalysts
1.

Achieving further in vivo efficacy for one of PYC’s FPPs: The most advanced
prospect to achieve this end is PYC’s in house iMyc program. Mice data from
the iMyc program is due in late 2017/early2018. A positive result will not only
de-risk the iMyc program but will have significant positive implications for
the entire PYC platform.

2. Partnership deals with credible third parties: Announcements in this vein
will add cash to the balance sheet, provide further third party validation and
also broaden the potential application of PYC’s FPPs.

Valuation
We value PYC at $0.074/sh with a Spec BUY rating.
We ascribe a nominal value of $50m for PYC’s peptide platform, FPPs and other
drug candidates. Note that if PYC can land collaboration deals with improved up
front metrics to the previous $1-2m level we could look to ascribe more value to
PYC’s core platform.
Due to the early stage nature of the iMyc program we choose to value PYC
based on a risk weighted potential outcome of a license deal with Pharma Co
post successful preclinical trials.
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Table 1 below outlines the value and nature of several license deals completed
in the Immuno-oncology (IO) field in 2016 at the preclinical phase of a drug’s
development. We see the IO field as a relevant comparison to PYC’s iMyc
program as IO is a relatively new pathway of cancer treatment that has attracted
significant Pharma Co interest.
Company

PharamCo Partner

Trial Stage

Field

Drug

Notes

Upfront Terms Ongoing Terms

Jounce
Therapeutics

Celgene

Preclinical

Immunooncology

JTX2011

Designed to
treat solid
tumors as a
single agent or
in combination

US$225 plus
US$36m
equity
investment

Carry on Spend

Jounce retains
50% going
60% US profit
forward
share for JTX-2011

Jounce keeps
25% US profit
sharefor first
additional
program
Jounce keep
50% US profit
sharefor next
three additional
programs
Argenx

AbbVie

Preclinical

Immunooncology

ARGX115

Due to it’s
mechansim of
action it can
treat a broad
range of cancers
and could be
used with other
meds

US$40m
plus potential
US$20m top
up

Potential
additional
US$625m as
various hurdles
are met

Double digit
royalties if drugs
reaches sales
Advaxis

Amgen

Preclinical

Immunooncology

ADXSNEO

Highly targeted,
patient specific
treatment

US$40 plus
US$25m
equity
investment

Potential
additional
US$475m as
various hurdles
are met
High single digit
royalties if drugs
reaches sales

Flexus

Bristol-Myers
Squibb

Preclinical

Immunooncology

FLX925

Potential ability
for an acquirer
to combine the
drug with other
drug assets.

US$800m

Potential
additional
US$450m as
various hurdles
are met

Table 1. Source: Fierce Biotech

The reason for the disparity in up front terms between the Flexus/BMS deal
and the rest is because FLX925 can potentially be combined with other drugs
to produce compounding beneficial effects. The result being that an acquiring
Pharma Co could potentially lift the commercial value of their broad portfolio of
drugs as opposed to just a single silo.
We see PYC’s iMyc program of potentially being in this category. iMyc acts via
a different but complimentary pathway to IO drugs. In laymen’s terms IO drugs
‘hit the brakes’ on tumour progression while iMyc is akin to ‘taking the foot off
the accelerator’. These two distinct mechanisms of action could in theory be
combined to produce improved therapeutic effects of existing drugs on the
market.
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Table 2 shows the market capitalisation (where applicable) for the same
companies outlined above:
Company

Exchange

Market Capitalisation (A$m)

Jounce Therapeutics JNCE

Stock Ticker

NASDAQ

998

Argenx

ARGX

Euronext

469

Advaxis

ADXS

NASDAQ

434

Flexus

n/a

n/a

1067

Notes

IO program taken over, other assets spun out

Table 2. Source Bloomberg

Taking all of the above into account we believe PYC could potentially secure
a licensing deal with Pharma Co for an upfront payment of US$50-150m with
longer term milestone payments of US200-400m+ and a double digit royalty
stream.
On the basis of the potential upside outlined above vs the risk of successfully
completing preclinical trials we derive the following valuation for PYC:
PYC Valuation
iMyc Program

A$m

Other Assets

A$m

50

Cash (end FY'17)

A$m

9.9

Total

A$m

159.9

m

2168

SOI (fully diluted)
Valuation

A$/sh

100

0.074

We maintain our Spec BUY recommendation and a price target of $0.074/sh
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